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Abstract: We investigate the recent black hole firewall argument. For a black hole in
a typical state we argue that unitarity requires every quantum of radiation leaving the
black hole to carry information about the initial state. An information-free horizon is thus
inconsistent with unitary at every step of the evaporation process (in particular both before
and after Page time). The required horizon-scale structure is manifest in the fuzzball pro-
posal which provides a mechanism for holding up the structure. In this context we want to
address the experience of an infalling observer and discuss the recent fuzzball complemen-
tarity proposal. Unlike black hole complementarity and observer complementarity which
postulate asymptotic observers experience a hot membrane while infalling ones pass freely
through the horizon, fuzzball complementarity postulates that fine-grained operators ex-
perience the details of the fuzzball microstate and coarse-grained operators experience the
black hole. In particular, this implies that an infalling detector tuned to energy E ∼ TH ,
where TH is the asymptotic Hawking temperature, does not experience free infall while one
tuned to E  TH does.
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1 Introduction
General relativity predicts that for a sufficiently large quantity of matter in a fixed spa-
tial region, gravitational interactions dominate over all others and the matter inevitably
collapses to form a black hole, cf. [1]. Regardless of the matter’s initial configuration,
the black hole that finally results is essentially unique with only a few independent pa-
rameters. Furthermore, if one considers quantum fields in the background of the classical
black hole solution, one finds that unlike for an ordinary star, a black hole’s “surface”, the
event horizon, is in a unique state independent of the collapsing matter. This state, the
Unruh vacuum, allows an infalling observer to fall freely through it. On much longer time
scales, the black hole evaporates away as pairs of particles are pulled out of the Unruh
vacuum at the horizon. Since the horizon contains no information of the original matter,
the created pairs are in a special state independent of the matter’s initial state. Hawk-
ing’s calculation [2] implies that the resulting radiation is in a mixed state and therefore
the evaporation process is manifestly non-unitary. This presents a foundational conflict
between general relativity and quantum mechanics that any complete theory of quantum
gravity must resolve.
The principle of black hole complementarity (BHC) [3] was advanced to reconcile the
ideas of unitary evaporation of black holes and free infall through the horizon of the black
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hole. BHC postulates that, as far as an asymptotic observer (one who stays outside the
black hole forever) is concerned, the black hole behaves like a hot membrane emitting
Hawking-like quanta in a unitary fashion; however, BHC also certifies that an infalling
observer does not crash into this membrane but instead experiences the infalling vacuum
state (Unruh vacuum) at the horizon and therefore nothing unusual until the singularity
is approached. In BHC not only is the microscopic description of the membrane, i.e.
the mechanism for information retrieval, missing, the idea of free infall is in considerable
tension with unitarity of the evaporation process. The latter was made sharp in a recent
Gedankenexperiment of AMPS [4] and discussed further in [5–12]. Because of this tension
it is useful to focus on unitarity and infall questions successively:
• Unitarity
To address the problem of unitarity Mathur proposed the fuzzball conjecture. This
proposal states that the true microstates accounting for the Bekenstein–Hawking
entropy are horizonless and singularity-free “fuzzballs”. According to this proposal
the radiation emanates locally from the fuzzballs, instead of from an information-free
horizon, and thus there is no information loss.
The fuzzball proposal is a huge departure from the conventional black hole picture in
that it basically states that a black hole is a complicated quantum star of horizon-scale
size. Many have held the view that giving up the traditional horizon is not necessary
to save unitarity and (erroneously) believe that, since the number of emitted quanta
is very large (O(M2)),1 small corrections to the leading order Hawking process, for
which the semi-classical physics with the horizon being approximately the vacuum
state remains trustworthy, can accumulate over time and restore unitarity.
This hope is based on Page’s argument [13] that information of complex evaporat-
ing systems is encoded in delicate correlations between radiation quanta. Concretely,
Page has shown that for a macroscopically large evaporating system in a typical state
where all subsystems are almost maximally entangled very little information can be
read off unless one can access more than half of the system. From this one concludes
that the von Neumann entropy of the radiation emitted from the burning system
grows linearly, then turns around at the “Page time” where half of the system has
evaporated and then falls linearly to zero as shown in Figure 1a [14]. If black hole
evaporation were unitary then a black hole in a typical state would evaporate accord-
ing to Figure 1a. In a recent series of papers [15–19], however, Mathur showed that
for black hole evaporation with only small corrections to the leading-order Hawk-
ing process the von Neumann entropy of radiation keeps monotonically increasing in
time with no turnover, as shown in Figure 1b. To get an evolution as in Figure 1a,
he therefore argues that the small correction have to be made large and we can no
longer trust effective field theory at the horizon scale.2 In other words purity of the
1In this paper we work in Planck units.
2Unfortunately, the explicit small correction considered in [15] when made arbitrarily large cannot make
the von Neumann entropy of the radiation turn over [20]. The quantitative argument in [15] is thus
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. Entanglement entropy of radiation from (a) a normal body and (b) a traditional black
hole with information-free horizon. In normal burning bodies, assuming them to be in a typical
state to begin with, the entropy initially goes up and then goes down while for traditional black
holes that evaporate via Hawking-pair creation the entropy monotonically increases. Allowing small
correction to the leading order process (solid line) decreases the slope (dashed line) but the entropy
curve keeps rising. (For the specific curves shown, one should interpret the time coordinate on the
horizontal axis as being chosen such that quanta are emitted at a constant rate per unit coordinate
time.)
final state requires order one corrections (i.e. not suppressed in M−1) to the Unruh
vacuum. Thus, unitarity demands the black hole to have non-trivial horizon-scale
structure in accord with the fuzzball program.
While this argument shows that small corrections to the leading order Hawking pro-
cess cannot restore purity of the final state, we would like to emphasize that modify-
ing the process to ensure purity of the final state does not imply unitarity. In other
words, purity of the final state is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for unitary
evaporation. One of the goals of this paper is to make this more precise and see its
implications for the information paradox. In addition to purity of the final state,
unitarity requires linearity, norm preservation and invertibility of evolution. With
these conditions and the reasonable assumption that the dimension of the Hilbert
space does not drastically change during the evaporation process, we show that in-
formation has to come out at every step during the evaporation process for unitarity
to be preserved.
At this point, it is important to note the distinction between information decoding and
information release. In ordinary evaporating systems there are correlations between
successively emitted quanta that encode information of the structure of the surface
they have been emitted from. While this information can only be read off after the
radiation composes more than half of the total system the answer will depend on
what has been emitted previously. In that sense information must have been carried
unconvincing; however, one of the authors [21] showed that arbitrary small corrections (including ones that
when made large restore unitarity) cannot decrease the von Neumann entropy of the radiation demonstrating
the correctness of the basic approach in [15].
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away by the emitted quanta. Using qubit models we will show that for black hole
evaporation to be unitary every quantum coming out of the black hole, before and
after Page time, has to carry information of the black hole state in a sense made
more precise in Section 2. Thus the state at the horizon3 cannot be in the Unruh
vacuum even before Page time. This result supports the fuzzball conjecture.
Horizon-scale structure immediately raises the question we next turn to of what an infalling
observer experiences.
• Infall
BHC asserts that an infalling observer experiences nothing unusual while passing
through the horizon, but how can this be consistent if unitarity requires the horizon
to contain information? Since the question of unitarity is addressed by outside ob-
servers whose experiences are conjectured to be complementary to infalling observers’
experiences, Mathur’s argument does not directly lead to a sharp contradiction with
BHC. Almheiri–Marolf–Polchinski–Sully (AMPS) [4], however, recently showed that
after the Page time one can make a modified version of Mathur’s argument entirely
in the infalling observer’s frame and therefore conclude that the postulates of BHC
are inconsistent. AMPS then propose that an infalling observer entering a black hole
after the Page time hits a “firewall” before reaching the horizon.45
Let us now turn to the fate of infalling observers in the fuzzball proposal. For the
fuzzballs constructed so far in supergravity spacetime ends before the horizon and
an incoming observer would either bounce off the bottom of the fuzzball or go splat
depending on its details. The constructed solutions are single microstate geometries.
Black holes, on the other hand, represent ensembles of microstates and so, to address
the fate of an infalling observer, one must discuss the infall question for fuzzballs
that are typical in Page’s sense. Since black hole evaporation originates from semi-
classical evaporation of the infalling vacuum and typical Hawking quanta have Killing
energy E ∼ TH , it is clear that according to the fuzzball proposal such quanta cannot
have a free infall into black holes. The question is whether one can say something
about the fate of quanta with E  TH without an explicit construction of typical
fuzzballs. Recently, Mathur introduced fuzzball complementarity [16]: while quanta
with E ∼ TH do not have free infall independent of the details of the fuzzball, more
energetic quanta E  TH fall in freely, oblivious to the details of the fuzzball. This
3We do not attempt go give a precise definition here; we think the concept of a state at the horizon as
a classical location is ill-defined, and disappears in a full theory of quantum gravity.
4Relatedly, Ref. [22], using a different argument, posits that an infalling observer hits an ”energetic
curtain” at the horizon of a black hole; however it is suggested that this phenomenon may only arise once
the black hole is planck-sized.
5There has been some discussion on whether the firewall is before, at or after the horizon. Further
“infall” is sometimes used to refer to falling towards the horizon and sometime through the horizon. In
this paper we advocate that spacetime should end outside the horizon in a fuzz of stringy modes and
furthermore by infall we mean not just the approach to the fuzz but an effective description for E  TH
quanta involving passing through the horizon.
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proposal, further developed in [6, 17, 23, 24], explains in what sense black holes
are coarse-grained descriptions of fuzzballs. We review fuzzball complementarity in
Section 3.
While there seems to be growing consensus that there are order one corrections to the
semi-classical physics at the horizon scale, opinions differ on what the implications
are for the infall problem. AMPS [4] and Susskind [8, 11] argue that after the Page
time no modes can have free infall. Giddings argues for “non-local” and “non-violent”
effects which give a free infall for all modes [25, 26]. While Bousso affirms the basic
correctness of the firewall argument, he suggests the possibility of large corrections
to the semi-classical description motivated by the Horowitz–Maldacena final state
proposal [27]. See also [9, 10, 12]. To the best of our knowledge, apart from fuzzballs,
nowhere else is the energy scale dependence regarding the infall problem discussed.
One of our main points is to emphasize the importance of this separation of scales.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, using qubit models, we present
the main result of this paper that information is carried out with each emitted quantum.
There is no difference in the process and rate of information release before and after Page
time. This is used to argue that if unitarity is to be preserved, the configuration resulting
from infalling matter can never be the traditional black hole geometry with Unruh vacuum
at the horizon. A less technical discussion of the results of this section is provided in
Subsection 2.6. In Section 3 we work under the assumption that the true microstates of
quantum gravity are fuzzballs and review the possibility of fuzzball complementarity where
high-energy quanta (E  TH) have a universal infall into fuzzballs but quanta of typical
energy (E ∼ TH) do not have any such universal description. Thus it is made clear in
what sense coarse-graining of typical fuzzball results in a black hole geometry. Finally, in
Section 4 we conclude with a summary of our results.
2 When and how does information of the original state come out?
The purpose of this section is to study the evaporation of quantum mechanical qubit
systems and the conditions required for a unitary evolution. We will then rephrase the
Hawking process in this language and render more precise the questions of why unitarity
breaks down and what the necessary conditions are to restore it.
To this end it is useful—although our analysis does not depend on it—to adopt the
notation used for “nice slices”. This foliation of the black hole spacetime avoids the strong
curvature regions and yet cuts through the initial matter, horizon, and outgoing Hawking
radiation in a smooth way [28]. Two such slices, S1 and S2, are depicted in the Penrose
diagram in Figure 2a and in a schematic form in Figure 2b.6 The initial matter, labelled
“D”, that formed the black hole is in the deep interior while any earlier emitted radiation,
labelled “A”, has moved far away from its place of creation at the horizon. The evolution
6The evaporation time scale of a black hole of mass M is of order ∼ M3 which is parametrically larger
than the time gap between successive quanta coming out which is of order ∼ M . So for the purpose of a
few emissions we can use the nice slices in Figure 2a.
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of a slice results in a stretching of the connector region straddling the horizon and this
creates the Hawking-pair. For details of this process see [15, 29]. We use the letters B and
C to denote outside and inside Hawking quanta respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) Two subsequent “nice slices” that smoothly intersect initial infalling matter (yellow),
newly created Hawking-pairs (blue and red) at the horizon and early Hawking radiation (orange).
(b) Hawking-pair creation at the horizon (dashed line) on two subsequent nice slices sufficiently far
away from the singularity (zigzag line) in order to avoid large curvatures. On slice S1 the outgoing
member of the pair created at the horizon is labelled “B1” and its ingoing partner is labelled “C1”.
On slice S2 the pair B1C1 has moved away from the horizon in opposite directions and a new pair
“B2” and “C2” is created. When not needed, we omit the subscripts which indicate the slice on
which they were created.
The pair created at the horizon is like an EPR pair. While the infalling member
of the pair might be “caught” by the initial matter, it is well known that the EPR pair
cannot be used to communicate information. In similar vein, the information of the initial
matter D cannot be carried away by the outgoing member of the Hawking-pair. We give
a more technical account of this phenomenon when rephrasing the Hawking process in the
language of qubit models.
We use the notation ABCD for the general study of quantum mechanical evapora-
tion via qubit models and the conditions of unitarity without referring to a horizon. To
make contact with Hawking evaporation we introduce ficticious “pairs” BC that allow us
to deform the unitary evaporation process into the Hawking process and phrase, in the
qubit framework, the exact statement for the break-down of unitarity. We argue that for
evaporation to be unitary, B has to carry away information of D at every step of the
evaporation. For typical states (defined as states where each small subsystem is almost
maximally entangled with the rest) at no point can the BC system be in a pure state. For
atypical states, while the BC system may be in a pure state, it cannot be in a predeter-
mined state independent of D. In the context of black holes this means that the state at
the horizon can never be the Unruh vacuum state.
We now state the conditions required for unitary evaporation which our analysis is
based on. Regardless of the details of evaporation, there are at least four necessary condi-
tions for unitarity of black hole evaporation:
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1. Purity: Pure states evolve into pure state.
2. Linearity: The map between initial and final states is linear.
3. Preservation of norm: Evolution of states preserves norm.
4. Invertibility: The map of black hole initial state to the radiation is invertible.
While condition 1 has been the focus of many recent works, the other conditions have
largely not been discussed to the best of our knowledge. The main goal of this paper is
to discuss the implications of the latter three, especially of condition 4. However, before
doing that we would like to summarize the recent discussions about condition 1.
2.1 The role of purity
Condition 1 was emphasized by Page in [14] where he argued that if the black hole is in
a typical pure state and one assumes unitary evaporation as for any normal body then
the entropy of the radiation at first increases and then decreases to zero again (depicted
in Figure 1a), so that the final state is indeed pure. This can be roughly understood as
follows. In a typical state each small subsystem is almost maximally entangled with the
remaining (larger) subsystem [13]. If we assume the state of the entire system to be pure
then measuring the entropy of the radiation is like tracing over the remaining black hole
system. As long as the radiation is the smaller part of the system its entropy increases.
However, after half the system has evaporated, the black hole is the smaller system and
the entropy of the radiation starts decreasing until it becomes zero again.
In a series of recent papers [15–19] Mathur argued that a Hawking-like evaporation
process, cannot bend the entropy curve to go down at any point in time (see Figure 1b).
The argument can be summarized as follows. Let A be the previously emitted radiation,
B a newly created outgoing quantum, and C its ingoing partner as shown in Figure 2. The
statement of strong subadditivity [30] for the system ABC with independent subsystems
A,B and C is
SAB + SBC ≥ SB + SABC . (2.1)
If the evaporation happens by Hawking-pair production the state at the horizon, BC, is
the Unruh vacuum. In other words B and C are maximally entangled: SBC = 0. With
this, SABC = SA and the above relation becomes
SAB ≥ SB + SA . (2.2)
On the other hand the statement of subadditivity [31] is
SAB ≤ SA + SB . (2.3)
Putting (2.2) and (2.3) together yields
SAB = SA + SB . (2.4)
The systems A and B are thus not correlated and this implies SAB ≥ SA and the entropy
of radiation outside never decreases. Actually Mathur’s claim is stronger as he shows that
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small corrections to the leading order Hawking process (those which vanish when we take
M → ∞), also do no turn the entropy curve around. This result is illustrated in Figure
1b. In fact, Mathur [15] only explicitly considers one type of correction, which even when
made arbitrarily large cannot turn the entropy curve around [20]. The quantitative part of
Mathur’s argument is therefore unconvincing. Fortunately, one of the authors generalized
the result for all corrections, and explicitly considered a family of models that smoothly
deforms the Hawking process into unitary evolution [21].7
In [4] AMPS have interpreted the above result, in the context of black hole complemen-
tarity, to argue for a phenomenon which they dub the “firewall”. Their argument consists
of two parts:
1. To ensure purity of the final state of radiation it is necessary that SAB < SA after
Page time. Thus one has SBC 6= 0 no later than the Page time.
2. An observer falling in after Page time will encounter a blue shifted B in her own
frame and thus will burn at the horizon.
While an infalling observer always encounters the system B in a blue shifted state, if the
BC system is the Unruh vacuum state, the experience of the infalling observer is drama
(and trauma) free. However, SBC 6= 0 precludes this possibility and thus AMPS argue
that it is not possible for an infalling observer to experience free infall through the horizon
after Page time.
This concludes our summary of the recent discussion of the role of condition 1 in the
recent debates on the information loss paradox. In the following we argue that the non-
vanishing of SBC after Page time is a necessary but not sufficient condition to preserve
unitarity. Specifically, to ensure the conditions 1–4 mentioned earlier SBC cannot be zero
during any part of the evaporation process for typical states. Furthermore, when the state
is not typical, SBC may be vanishing but the BC system cannot be in a predetermined
state independent of the black hole state D. Thus specifically the BC system cannot be
in the Unruh vacuum state at any point during the evaporation.
In the discussion below we assume that the dimensionality of the Hilbert space is
preserved during evaporation and that the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy is a measure of the
number of pre-collapse configurations [32]. Possible concerns regarding these assumptions
are discussed in Subsection 2.6.
2.2 A very simple “moving-bit” model for evaporation
Following [15–18, 20, 23, 25, 26, 33] we model the black hole evaporation process through
the evolution of qubits. We start with a simple intuitive model before discussing the qubit
formalism more generally in Subsection 2.3. Consider simple unitary evolution of a system
that moves, qubit by qubit, from location x to location y. We start with a system of n
qubits at position x,
|ψ0〉 = |Dxn〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |Dx1 〉 =
1⊗
j=n
|Dxj 〉 , (2.5)
7The specific unitary model that is deformed to was introduced in [25], and further discussed in [26].
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where each |Dj〉 is a qubit and the superscript x denotes the location of a bit. Each |Dj〉
factor thus actually represents 2 qubits worth of information: 0 or 1, and x or y. One
could imagine this as the Hilbert space of n spin-12 distinguishable particles on a 2-site
lattice with all particles starting on one site. For illustrative purposes, we have taken a
direct product of qubits; the evolution of arbitrary superpositions, including typical states,
is determined by the evolution of this basis of states. At the first step of the evolution
the first bit gets moved from location x to location y, |Dx1 〉 U1−→ |Dy1〉. We can write U1
explicitly as
U1 = I ⊗ (|1y1〉〈1x1 |+ |0y1〉〈0x1 |+ |1x1〉〈1y1|+ |0x1〉〈0y1|) , (2.6)
where I is the identity which acts on all the other qubits. In later expressions, the identity
should be assumed to act on any subspaces not shown. Subsequent evolution operators U2
through Un have the above action on qubits 2 through n, respectively. By the ith step, the
above initial state has evolved to
|ψi〉 =
1∏
j=i
Uj |ψ0〉 =
i+1⊗
j=n
|Dxj 〉 ⊗
1⊗
k=i
|Dyk〉 i ≥ 1. (2.7)
The final state after n steps,
|ψn〉 =
1∏
j=n
Uj |ψ0〉 =
1⊗
j=n
|Dyj 〉 , (2.8)
is thus just a relocation of the original state.
In this way we can view the “moving bit” model as a simple evaporation process.
Having demonstrated how the basis vectors in (2.5) evolve; the evolution of superpositions
of the states of that form follow from the above.
This kind of evaporation looks qualitatively different from black hole evaporation,
where it seems that at each step two extra qubits are created. However since the infalling
member of the Hawking-pair has negative energy it is supposed to somehow cancel with
a quantum of the original matter. In order to put unitary models like the “moving bit”
model and potentially non-unitary pair creation models on the same footing, one of the
authors introduced a general model space in which at each time step two extra qubits are
created, just like one might model Hawking-pair creation, but one also must define two
internal black hole qubits to be auxiliary [21]. By tracing out the auxiliary degrees of
freedom one gets a description of the physical, fixed-dimensional Hilbert space. Thus, the
auxiliary degrees of freedom are simply a convenient way of parametrizing potentially non-
unitary evolution, such as occurs in models of Hawking-pair creation. By the end of the
evolution, all of the physical degrees of freedom are radiation, and therefore by definition
the remaining black hole degrees of freedom are all auxiliary. More details can be found in
Subsection 2.3.
We would now like to illustrate how one can reinterpret the above model as a pair
creation process using the ideas from [21]. Since the model we give below is simply a
rewriting of the above model, it is manifestly unitary. In the “moving bit” model we are
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considering, two auxiliary qubits are introduced at each step as follows. The first step of
the “evaporation” process of (2.5) is given by
I1|ψ0〉 =
2⊗
j=n
|Dxj 〉 ⊗ |dx1〉 ⊗ |cx1〉 ⊗ |Bx1 〉 , (2.9)
where |Bx1 〉 and |cx1〉 are the created pair. The two lower-case qubits, |dx1〉 and |cx1〉, are
the auxiliary qubits. To match our “moving bit” model we have B1 = D1. Since we are
introducing new degrees of freedom, I1 is not unitary; however, conservation of probability
demands that it be isometric, that is to say it must satisfy I†1I1 = I. This constraint along
with B1 = D1 ensures that the states |dx1〉 and |cx1〉 must be independent of the initial state
|ψ0〉. (If this point is not obvious, it is elaborated on in Subsection 2.4.) When this is
true, we say that the auxiliary qubits are in fiducial form, “bleached”, or “zeroed”. Let
us comment that the fiducial form can be any predetermined state, so long as it is totally
independent of the initial conditions. It should be clear, then, that this step is a trivial
rewriting of the state |ψ0〉.
This is followed by the unitary transformation U ′1 relocating the qubit |Bx1 〉 to location
y via |Bx1 〉
U ′1−→ |By1 〉. Hence, the state after emission of one qubit is
|ψ1〉 = U ′1I1|ψ0〉 =
2⊗
j=n
|Dxj 〉 ⊗ |dx1〉 ⊗ |cx1〉 ⊗ |By1 〉 . (2.10)
Similarly, the state at the ith step is
|ψi〉 =
i+1⊗
j=n
|Dxj 〉 ⊗
1⊗
k=i
(
|dxk〉 ⊗ |cxk〉
)
⊗
i⊗
m=1
|Bym〉 , (2.11)
and the final state is
|ψn〉 =
1⊗
j=n
(
|dxj 〉 ⊗ |cxj 〉
)
⊗
n⊗
m=1
|Bym〉. (2.12)
Since the auxiliary qubits must all be in fiducial form given by some state |φ〉,8 we can
write them as
|dxi 〉 ⊗ |cxi 〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 ∀ i (2.13)
so the final step may be written
|ψn〉 =
2n⊗
j=1
|φ〉 ⊗
n⊗
m=1
|Bym〉. (2.14)
After tracing out the auxiliary degrees of freedom in (2.14) and recalling that for our
simple model |Byi 〉 = |Dyi 〉 we see that the final state is just the relocated initial state
8Note that the fiducial state could take step dependent values, however the algorithm assigning the
values must be independent of the initial state.
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(2.5). In this simple model of evaporation using auxiliary qubits one can easily see that
information leaves the system in every step of the evaporation process.
Let us note that for the specific evolution shown above the entanglement SBici is zero
at every step; however, the evolution is for a very special basis of states of the form (2.5).
A generic state will be a superposition of states of that form. Since the ci are always in
fiducial form, they are direct-producted into the state. Therefore SBici = SBi , but since
we are just moving qubits this is equivalent to computing SDi in the initial state. We can
then appeal to Page [13] to argue that generically for large n, Di is maximally entangled
with the rest of the degrees of freedom. Thus, in this model, for typical initial states SBici
is nonzero at every step. For atypical initial states, even though SBici may be zero at some
steps, the Bici system is not in a predetermined state which is independent of the initial
state.
The important technical lesson here is that unitarity requires the newly emerging
quanta (that leave the system) to carry information of the old quanta (that are part of
the interior of the system) and avoiding quantum cloning means that the old quantum has
to be bleached. Unitarity also requires the auxiliary quanta ci to be bleached. We give a
more detailed account of this in Subsections 2.3 and 2.4.
2.3 Qubit models of evaporation
The simple model in the previous section serves as an example of unitary evolution that
demonstrates for typical states SBC 6= 0 at every step of the evolution. For atypical
states while SBC may be zero for some steps, the BC system is not in a predetermined
state independent of the initial state. Thus in all cases the BC system cannot be in a
predetermined state which is independent of the state of the evaporating system during
any step of the evaporation. We buttress the above model with a second example. The
model below explores what happens if the BC system is in the Hawking-state (and thus
has SBC = 0) until Page time, at which point one allows for more general evolution.
General quibt model structure
We start by reviewing the general structure of these qubit models. For more details and
more models the reader is referred to [21] (see [15–18, 20, 23, 25, 26, 33] for related models).
The initial matter is modeled as a set of n “matter qubits”:
ρ0 = |ψ0〉〈ψ0| |ψ0〉 ∈ span{|qˆ1 · · · qˆn〉} (2.15)
where each qˆ is a qubit. After a sequence of intermediate steps the final state consists
entirely of radiation, modeled as a (possibly mixed) density matrix, ρf , acting on n radia-
tion qubits. Throughout the evolution we keep the dimension of the physical Hilbert space
fixed. We discuss this point further in Subsection 2.6.
Following [25], we use hats to distinguish the internal black hole qubits from the
external radiation qubits. The hatted qubits represent all degrees of freedom that are
inaccessible outside the black hole; unlike [15], we do not distinguish between degrees of
freedom from the initial matter, from gravitational interactions, or any that arise during
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the evaporation process. One could model general (not necessarily unitary) discrete time
evolution on the n-qubit Hilbert space in two ways [21, 34]: as a sequence of mappings9 on
n-qubit density matrices, or alternatively as unitary transformations on pure states in an
enlarged Hilbert space. In typical applications, one imagines that the additional degrees of
freedom in the enlarged Hilbert space represent environmental degrees of freedom; however,
since we are considering potentially fundamental non-unitarity, the additional degrees of
freedom are just “auxiliary” degrees of freedom. Motivated by the latter and typical
discussions of the pair creation process, we model the dynamics as a sequence of isometric
mappings in an enlarging Hilbert space. The extra degrees of freedom are auxiliary variables
that provide a convenient language to discuss a more general evolution. While we keep the
dimension of the physical Hilbert space fixed, at each step of emission we introduce two
auxiliary qubits. Thus on the ith step of the evolution, the total state is described by a
n+ 2i qubit state |ψi〉 with 2i hatted auxiliary qubits and i radiation qubits. At each step
i, the physical state may be recovered by tracing over the auxiliary space
ρi = traux (|ψi〉〈ψi|) . (2.16)
We model the evolution in two steps: a creation step effected by isometric operators Ii;10
and an internal evolution step effected by unitary Uˆi acting on the hatted qubits and
unitary Ui acting on the unhatted radiation qubits. Basis vectors at each step look like
span {|qˆ1qˆ2 · · · qˆn+i〉|qiqi−1 · · · q1〉} Ii−→ span {|qˆ1qˆ2 · · · qˆn+iqˆn+i+1〉|qi+1qiqi−1 · · · q1〉}
Uˆi⊗Ui−−−−→ span {|qˆ1qˆ2 · · · qˆn+iqˆn+i+1〉|qi+1qiqi−1 · · · q1〉} . (2.17)
The qubits are arranged in the above order to match with a crude notion of locality expected
on the nice slices [15, 25].
For the majority of the discussion, we focus on the Ii and are content to set Uˆi = Ui = I.
What properties should the Ii satisfy? Conservation of probability and the linearity of
quantum mechanics suggest that the Ii should preserve the norm and be linear, which
means that we should require
I†i Ii = I , (2.18)
where there is no sum on i. Note that Ii is an isometric, but non-unitary mapping. We
also assume that, apart from the newly created pair, the Ii act only on the hatted black
hole qubits and not on the unhatted radiation qubits which are far away from the pair
creation site. We can write the Ii in the following form
Ii = |ϕ1〉 ⊗ Pˆ1 + |ϕ2〉 ⊗ Pˆ2 + |ϕ3〉 ⊗ Pˆ3 + |ϕ4〉 ⊗ Pˆ4 , (2.19)
where |ϕj〉 are an orthonormal basis for the created pair qubits, and the Pˆ ’s are linear
operators which act on the previous hatted qubits (with implicit i dependence). Since
9Physically reasonable requirements suggest that the mappings should be trace-preserving quantum
operations [34]. Thus, the two descriptions correspond to the operator–sum representation and the
environmental-coupling representation of quantum operations.
10These were called Ci in [21].
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there are no operators acting on the unhatted radiation qubits, the evolution of qubits
outside the black hole is local. Following [17, 25], we use the basis
|ϕi1〉 =
1√
2
(|0ˆn+i+1〉|0i+1〉+ |1ˆn+i+1〉|1i+1〉) ,
|ϕi2〉 =
1√
2
(|0ˆn+i+1〉|0i+1〉 − |1ˆn+i+1〉|1i+1〉) ,
|ϕi3〉 = |0ˆn+i+1〉|1i+1〉 ,
|ϕi4〉 = |1ˆn+i+1〉|0i+1〉 ,
(2.20)
for the newly created pair. The constraint in Equation (2.18) implies the following condition
on the Pˆ s:
I†i Ii = Pˆ †1 Pˆ1 + Pˆ †2 Pˆ2 + Pˆ †3 Pˆ3 + Pˆ †4 Pˆ4 = Iˆ . (2.21)
Note that this defines the Pˆ s as a set of generalized measurement operators acting on the
black hole Hilbert space. A fully specified model, then, entails
1. A set of Pˆ s at each step i that satisfy the completeness relation (2.21).
2. The unitary operators Uˆi and Ui for each i.
3. A clear delineation of the auxiliary subspace at each step i.
This gives a very general model space that makes it easy to compare and contrast different
models of evolution. We investigate the conditions for unitarity of the evolution in more
detail in Subsection 2.4, but let us now give the basic picture. If one wants to acquire the
fixed-dimensional Hilbert space description then one must trace out the auxiliary degrees
of freedom at each step. Thus, in unitary models the auxiliary degrees of freedom must be
direct-producted into the physical state. Since in a unitary model the physical state is by
definition a unitary transformation from the previous physical state and since there can
be no entanglement with auxiliary degrees of freedom for all previous physical states, the
auxiliary degrees of freedom must be put into a fiducial state. That is to say, in unitary
models the auxiliary degrees of freedom must be bleached of all information. Regardless
of the details of the model, at the end of n-steps, when the black hole is supposed to have
evaporated away, all of the hatted qubits are auxiliary and should be traced over to recover
the physical state of the radiation.
A pure but non-unitary evaporation
With this brief overview on qubit models we are ready to discuss (non-unitary) models.
We consider a model which has SBC = 0 for the first half of the evolution (until Page time)
and SBC 6= 0 in the second half. In this model the entropy of radiation before Page time
goes up while after Page time it goes down again. We consider an initial state of n qubits,
|qˆ1 · · · qˆn〉. (2.22)
For simplicity, let us take n even. For the first n/2 timesteps let the pair creation be
governed by exactly the Hawking-pair creation process
Ii = |ϕi1〉 ⊗ Iˆ for i ≤
n
2
. (2.23)
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In each subsequent step we want to emit the information of all the earlier ingoing qubits
from the black hole; this is achieved by mapping the information of an earlier ingoing qubit
to a newly created outgoing qubit while bleaching the former via the operator
Ii = 1√
2
(|ϕi1〉+ |ϕi2〉)⊗ |0ˆ〉〈0ˆ|n2+i + |ϕ
i
3〉 ⊗ |0ˆ〉〈1ˆ|n2+i
= |0ˆ0〉pair ⊗ |0ˆ〉〈0ˆ|n
2
+i + |0ˆ1〉pair ⊗ |0ˆ〉〈1ˆ|n
2
+i for i >
n
2
. (2.24)
The Pˆi act on the (
n
2 + i)th black hole qubit (which is the infalling member of one of the
Hawking-pair states created during the first n2 states). The information of this qubit is
mapped to the ith outgoing qubit of the newly created pairs while the (n2 + i)th black hole
qubit has to be set to a fiducial value which we choose to be zero. In addition the new
infalling qubit is also bleached to zero. This part of the evolution is equivalent to a model
without auxiliary qubits that just emits (i.e. removes the hat from) the (n2 + i)th qubit;
that is to say, it is equivalent to the “moving bit” model introduced in Section 2.2. Let us
work through a 4 qubit example of the evolution to illustrate the dynamics:
|qˆ1qˆ2qˆ3qˆ4〉
i=1−→ 1√
2
|qˆ1qˆ2qˆ3qˆ4〉(|0ˆ0〉+ |1ˆ1〉)
i=2−→ 1
2
|qˆ1qˆ2qˆ3qˆ4〉(|0ˆ0ˆ00〉+ |0ˆ1ˆ10〉+ |1ˆ0ˆ01〉+ |11ˆ11〉)
i=3−→ 1
2
|qˆ1qˆ2qˆ3qˆ40ˆ〉(|0ˆ0ˆ000〉+ |1ˆ0ˆ010〉+ |0ˆ0ˆ101〉+ |1ˆ0ˆ111〉)
i=4−→ 1
2
|qˆ1qˆ2qˆ3qˆ40ˆ0ˆ0ˆ0ˆ〉(|0000〉+ |1010〉+ |0101〉+ |1111〉).
(2.25)
In the first two steps evaporation happens by the Hawking mechanism and in the subsequent
two steps the previously created infalling member of the Hawking-pair is spat out. It is
easy to verify that the von Neumann entropy of the radiation behaves like Page’s prediction
in Figure 1a. However, it is also easy to see that the final state, obtained by tracing out the
hatted black hole qubits, is independent of the initial state. This evolution is not invertible
and thus not unitary.
Note that this model has a pure final state. It also allows for the state of the created pair
to be the Hawking-pair state for the first half of the evolution thus allowing for free infall
of observers through the horizon until Page time. This clearly demonstrates that purity of
the final state of radiation does not necessarily ensure unitarity of the evaporation process.
2.4 Conditions for unitarity
Before going into conditions for unitary evolution of the physical degrees of freedom, let us
first discuss isometries in generality for a moment. Consider an isometric operator I that
maps states from one Hilbert space H1 to another (at least as big) Hilbert space H2. Let
us introduce an orthonormal basis of states for H1, {|wˆi〉}, then the most general isometry
may be written as
I =
∑
i
|vi〉〈wˆi|, (2.26)
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where |vi〉 ∈ H2. At this point, we have not said anything about the states |vi〉 ∈ H2;
however, the isometry condition is
Iˆ = I†I =
∑
i,j
|wˆi〉〈vi|vj〉〈wˆj |. (2.27)
Writing Iˆ =
∑
i |wˆi〉〈wˆi|, we conclude that the |vi〉 must be orthonormal. Let the range
of I be the subspace V ⊂ H2 where dimV = dimH1 ≤ dimH2. We can decompose H2
as H2 = V ⊕ V⊥. Moreover, when dimH1 divides dimH2, as is true for qubits, we may
decompose as H2 = V ′ ⊗B, where V ′ is isomorphic to V. The kets |vi〉 then decompose as
|vi〉 = |v′i〉 ⊗ |b〉, (2.28)
where all |vi〉 have the same |b〉 ∈ B. This is all to say that the isometry I : H1 → V ′ ⊗ B
must act on |wˆ〉 ∈ H1 as
I : |wˆ〉 7→ (U |wˆ〉)⊗ |b〉, (2.29)
where U is a unitary transformation and |b〉 does not depend on the state |wˆ〉. This
follows from the no-cloning theorem. Thus every isometry can be given by specifying the
bleaching subspace B, its fiducial state |b〉, and the unitary transformation U . Therefore,
every isometry that gives nonunitary evolution necessarily bleaches a bleaching subspace
B with dimension dimB = dimH2/ dimH1—an isometry giving unitary evolution has an
empty bleaching space B.
Returning to qubit models of black hole evaporation, recall that to describe the physical
n-qubit space, we need to trace out the “auxiliary” subspace. On step i, let the 2i-qubit
auxiliary subspace be Ai. Suppose that the evolution of the physical degrees of freedom
up to step i have been unitary. This means that tracing Ai out of |ψi〉 gives a pure state:
trAi (|ψi〉〈ψi|) = |Ψi〉〈Ψi|, (2.30)
where |Ψi〉 describes the n-qubits worth of physical degrees of freedom. Moreover, unitarity
means that |Ψi〉 is a unitary transformation of the initial n-qubit state |ψ0〉:
|Ψi〉 = U |ψ0〉. (2.31)
The cumulative isometry from the initial state |ψ0〉 to the state |ψi〉 given by IiIi−1 · · · I1
maps a n-qubit space into a (n + 2i)-qubit space, thus the bleaching subspace B of the
cumulative isometry must coincide with the auxiliary subspace Ai. If this were not true,
then tracing out Ai would not give a pure state for all possible initial states |ψ0〉. This
follows from the general form of an isometry in Equation (2.29) and the no-cloning theorem.
Now, consider the evolution from |ψi〉 to |ψi+1〉. The isometry Ii+1 maps the (n+ 2i)-
qubit space into a (n + 2i + 2)-qubit space and thus has a 2-qubit bleaching space B.
By assumption, we know that Ii+1 acts as the identity on the i radiation qubits outside
the black hole. If Ii+1 is going to generate unitary evolution of the physical degrees of
freedom, then tracing out Ai+1 needs to give a pure state |Ψi+1〉, which is also a unitary
transformation of |Ψi〉. One can then see that the 2-qubit bleaching space of Ii+1 must
coincide with the 2-qubit space added to Ai to form Ai+1.
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By contrast, evolution for which the von Neumann entropy of the created pair (SBC = 0)
vanishes for all possible “input states”, |ψi〉, is necessarily non-unitary. If the created pair
is not entangled with the rest of the system for all |ψi〉, then the creation operator must
be of the form
I = |ψpair〉 ⊗ Pˆ . (2.32)
Thus, the pair state space corresponds to the bleaching space B and Pˆ must be unitary
in order to satisfy (2.18) so that probability is conserved. On the other hand, we know
that at each time step two new qubits must become part of the auxiliary space. If the
physical evolution is going to be unitary, then that auxiliary space must be part of the
bleaching space, i.e. projected into a fiducial form. As discussed in [21], there are two
slightly different ways to do this: either both new auxiliary qubits can be chosen from the
old hatted qubits, or the new black hole qubit in the pair state can be put in fiducial form
along with one old hatted qubit. Let us note that the second possibility already implies that
the pair is not in the Hawking-state |ϕi1〉. Regardless, unitarity of the physical evolution
demands that I projects at least one qubit’s worth subspace of the old black hole qubits
into fiducial form; however, it is not simultaneously possible for Pˆ to be unitary and to
project out a two-dimensional subspace. Hence the Hawking-pair production always leads
to a non-unitary evolution.
If one does not take the above conditions for unitarity at intermediate steps seriously
and only wishes to discuss unitarity in terms of the initial and final states, then one may be
tempted to circumvent the above argument in the following way. One might suggest that
the evolution does not bleach qubits on some early steps in the evolution, and then makes
up for it at the end of the evolution by bleaching more degrees of freedom; however, this
too is not possible. At each step, one only has enough freedom to bleach at most 2 qubits
worth of degrees of freedom, and there are only n steps to bleach 2n black hole qubits.
The freedom to bleach 2 qubits comes precisely from the 4-dimensional pair space. This
is exactly why the model in Section 2.3 failed to be unitary. It should be clear that while
our discussion uses qubits, the arguments apply more generally.
Alternatively, one might suggest that demanding that the pair has vanishing entangle-
ment for all input states is too restrictive. This is especially true if one subscribes to the
argument advanced in [8, 35] that young black holes are “special.” How special do young
black holes need to be? If the 4-dimensional bleaching space is all old black hole qubits
(the first possibility mentioned in the previous paragraph), then the |vi〉 in Equation (2.29)
must span the remaining 2n+i dimensional space including the 4 pair states. Thus, the sub-
space which produces the Hawking state has codimension 4 with the total space of input
states assuming unitarity at each step of the evolution. A model of this kind is proposed
in [25], along with the suggestion that the black hole starts in a specific state. We discuss
this possibility further in Subsection 2.6.
2.5 Where is the information?
We can more precisely quantify what happens to the information by using the standard
quantum information technique of entangling degrees of freedom with a fictitious reference
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system [34]. We follow the approach of Giddings and Shi [20], which refers to earlier work
in this context [36]. In order to quantify what then happens in the evaporation process to
all possible initial states, we can introduce a “tracking state” that is maximally entangled
between the black hole initial state and the reference system:
|T 〉 = 1
2
n
2
2n∑
i=1
|wˆi〉|r˜i〉 , (2.33)
where {|wˆi〉} is an orthonormal basis for the n-qubit initial state, and {|r˜i〉} is an or-
thonormal basis for the n-qubit reference system. We then evolve the black hole degrees
of freedom using the evolution under study, while acting on the reference system by the
identity. This allows us to keep track of the fate of each initial state—the location of the
initial entanglement with the reference system tells us the fate of the information.
As discussed in [20], using the state |T 〉, the decrease of the von Neumann entropy
of the black hole degrees of freedom quantifies how much information has left the black
hole; whereas, the von Neumann entropy of the external radiation quantifies how much
information is now in the radiation alone. In general, these two quantities need not be
equal, since information may be stored in the correlations between the two subsystems. The
amount of extra correlation is given by the mutual information between the two subsystems,
which [20] conjectures to be zero for black hole evaporation. When the mutual information
vanishes, Giddings and Shi term the evolution “subsystem transfer” [20]. Perhaps the
simplest example of subsystem transfer would be the moving bit model in Subsection 2.2.
In fact, as we now show, in our qubit framework one finds that any unitary evolution
necessarily has vanishing mutual information between the black hole and the radiation with
the tracking state |T 〉. Let the space of black hole qubits at step i be Di, and the space
of radiation qubits be Ai. Recall from the discussion in the previous section that unitarity
demands that at every step of the evolution two qubits of Di be bleached of information,
while only one hatted qubit is created. Thus, at step i the effective dimension of Di is
2n−i-dimensional, and therefore
S(Di) ≤ (n− i) log 2. (2.34)
On the other hand subadditivity implies that
S(Di) + S(Ai) ≥ S(DiAi) = n log 2 , (2.35)
where the last step follows from the form of the tracking state and the reference degrees of
freedom not mixing with the rest of the system. Together (2.34) and (2.35) imply
S(Ai) ≥ i log 2 . (2.36)
Since the space of radiation qubits is 2i-dimensional, it follows that
S(Ai) = i log 2 , S(Di) = (n− i) log 2 (2.37)
for all i. Thus, we find that unitary evolution implies that information leaves the black hole
at every step via “subsystem transfer”. Let us note that the requirement may be relaxed
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slightly if one supposes that the dimension of the physical Hilbert space increases in the
evaporation process, so that there are more than n steps of evolution for the information
to come out; however, one still finds that information comes out from the beginning of the
evolution if the extra steps are evenly interspersed. Even if one frontloads the extra steps,
according to arguments of [32] one still only anticipates 30% extra steps and information
still starts coming out well before Page time. We discuss our assumptions about the size
of the Hilbert space more in Subsection 2.6.
One may be confused by the above statement since Page’s result [13] is often colloqui-
ally stated as showing that information starts leaving the black hole only after the black
hole has evaporated halfway. In fact, Page’s result shows that one may start reconstructing
the original black hole state only after Page time, i.e. after the black hole has evaporated
halfway. This is actually a different statement. Page’s result is further weakened by the
observations in [36] that after Page time new information entering the black hole may
be recovered in the black hole scrambling time, and black holes have subsequently been
conjectured to be the fastest physically achievable scramblers in nature [37].
Using the above tracking state, we may also quantify how much information has been
lost in the case of non-unitarity evolution. In particular, the von Neumann entropy of the
auxiliary subsystem Ai measures the entanglement between the reference system and the
auxiliary degrees of freedom. In other words, for the tracking state |T 〉, S(Ai) gives the
amount of information lost. Let us illustrate this with an example. Let the initial black
hole state with basis {|wˆj〉} ∈ D0 be a 2-qubit system that is maximally entangled with a
reference system system with basis {|r˜j〉} ∈ R0 in a tracking state (2.33) that is initially of
the form
|T0〉 = 1
2
(
|0ˆ0ˆ〉|0˜0˜〉+ |0ˆ1ˆ〉|0˜1˜〉+ |1ˆ0ˆ〉|1˜0˜〉+ |1ˆ1ˆ〉|1˜1˜〉
)
. (2.38)
Let the evolution be governed by an isometry that mimics the moving bit model of Sub-
section 2.2:11
Ii =
(
|0ˆ0ˆ〉|0〉〈0ˆ|(3−i) + |0ˆ0ˆ〉|1〉〈1ˆ|(3−i)
)
Di−1
⊗ IAi−1 ⊗ IRi−1 for i = 1, 2 (2.39)
where the subscript (3− i) on the RHS indicates the action on the (3− i)th hatted qubit
of the black hole system Di−1 at the ith step and the action on the reference system Ri−1
and the outside radiation Ai−1 is the identity. The first step of the evolution yields
|T1〉 = I1|T0〉 = |0ˆ0ˆ〉 ⊗ 1
2
(
|0ˆ0〉|0˜0˜〉+ |0ˆ1〉|0˜1˜〉+ |1ˆ0〉|1˜0˜〉+ |1ˆ1〉|1˜1˜〉
)
. (2.40)
By comparison with (2.29) we can see that the direct producted state comes from the
bleaching space B1. The unhatted qubits are the radiation qubits in A1; which of the
hatted qubits are part of the physical space of black hole qubits D1 after tracing out the
auxiliary space A1 is part of the model. Here we are interested in how much information
we lose if we trace over the remaining hatted qubit of the initial state and one of the
qubits of the bleaching space. We can easily verify that the thus obtained density matrix
ρ1 = TrA1 |T1〉〈T1| has Trρ21 < 1 and is thus mixed. How much information we lost by
11Note that (2.39) is the same evolution operator as (2.24).
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tracing out part of the initial state is encoded in S(A1). The density matrix in the auxiliary
space is
ρaux1 = |0ˆ〉〈0ˆ| ⊗
1
2
(
|0ˆ〉〈0ˆ|+ |1ˆ〉〈1ˆ|
)
, (2.41)
with von Neumann entropy
S(A1) = −Tr(ρaux1 logρaux1 ) = log 2 . (2.42)
The auxiliary space thus contains the maximal information of the traced out qubit that
has been part of the initial black hole state. After the second evolution step we identify
the auxiliary space A2 with the bleaching space B2 and the final state of the radiation is
given by the density matrix
ρrad2 = Tr{R2,A2}(I2ρ1I†2) =
1
2
(
|00〉〈00|+ |01〉〈01|
)
. (2.43)
While in this simple example we have chosen the initial state to be a 2-qubit system the
extension to n-qubit systems is straightforward. This example shows that if, at any step
i of the evolution, we trace out a qubit that is maximally entangled with the remaining
system we lose the maximal amount of information of log 2 on that qubit encoded in the von
Neumann entropy S(Ai) of the auxiliary space at that step. While this simple example
results in the maximum amount of information loss on a qubit, more general examples
should have 0 < S(Ai) < log 2 for each physical qubit that has erroneously been traced
out. That unitary evolution should have no information loss and therefore S(Ai) = 0 for
the tracking state, immediately implies that the auxiliary space must coincide with the
bleaching space in accord with the discussion in the previous subsection.
Let us emphasize that the interpretations of the entanglement entropies discussed in
this section only hold when considering the state |T 〉.
2.6 Discussion of the results
Since most of the discussion in this section was technical we now recap the main result,
mention the assumptions we have made and analyze similarities and differences with ideas
of some other works.
The result
Black hole evaporation, or at least its traditional description, is unlike other more familiar
evaporation processes. Consider two boxes A and B. A quantum being moved from one
box to another can be modeled by the following Hamiltonian:
Hint =
∑
ij
(Cija
†
ibj + C
∗
ijaib
†
j) , (2.44)
where we see that creation of a particle in box A is accompanied by annihilation of one in
box B and vice versa. This can be used as a simple model of evaporation. The evaporating
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body’s internal excitations annihilate to emit the outgoing particles. However in the pair-
creation model of Hawking radiation, when a bit of radiation is created outside the black
hole, another bit is created inside. In our two box system this would be:
Hint =
∑
ij
(Cija
†
ib
†
j + C
∗
ijaibj). (2.45)
While this might seem odd at first sight, this kind of interaction occurs in situations other
than black holes as well. For example this reminds us of Schwinger pair production [38]
and the Schiff–Snyder–Weinberg effect [39]. In the latter a strong background electric field
is turned on in a region separating box A and box B. This causes particles to be produced
in box A and anti-particles to be produced in box B. From conservation of energy we know
that the interaction in Equation (2.45) cannot be the whole story. Indeed, one can view
the background potential in room B as coming from lots of particles. Loosely, we can say
these particles then leak out to room A. Then (2.45) looks just like a fancy way of writing
(2.44). Of course, we do not mean to imply that particle number is always conserved. Only
that something gets annihilated, and something gets created. For the black hole, we know
that the initial mass that formed the black hole plays the role of the field in Schwinger pair
creation.
In the above examples, the Hilbert space is infinite-dimensional Fock space. Further-
more, throughout the evolution, there is no sense in which the dimension of the Hilbert
space changes; however, if we go from a field theory description to a description in terms of
single particle states in multiparticle quantum mechanics, then the dimension of the Hilbert
space apparently increases throughout the dynamics in (2.45) and stays fixed throughout
the dynamics in (2.44). What is the significance of this difference? Let us think about
a high-energy collision where a lot of particles are produced, the relevant interaction is
schematically Cijklm···(aibjc
†
kd
†
l e
†
m · · · ). Again, there seems to be a large increase of the di-
mension of the Hilbert space in a multiparticle quantum mechanical description; however,
we know this must be illusory since the S-matrix is unitary. Indeed, for a given initial
state, we expect the final state to be a given entangled multiparticle state. If we return
to (2.45), the increase in the Hilbert space is an illusion since the produced pair are not
independent of the quanta being created in room A and the one being annihilated in room
B. For an application of such a process to describe fuzzball evaporation see [40].
Let us note that there is another way of reducing Fock space to a finite-dimensional
Hilbert space. One often can restrict one’s attention to a finite-dimensional subspace
by appealing to conservation of energy and applying appropriate cutoffs. So, we may
think about the qubit models more abstractly, as modeling the dynamics on the constraint
surface. Then, we assume the dynamics we discuss include all the degrees of freedom:
not just field theory modes, but also quantum gravitational degrees of freedom. The
interpretation of our results may then be a bit less direct, however, we expect the particle
interpretation outside the black hole to continue to hold. Translating from the above
mentioned multiparticle quantum mechanics to this kind of description should correspond
to tracing out auxiliary degrees of freedom to get a fixed-dimensional Hilbert space.
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It turns out that any evaporation process which looks like (2.44) can be written in
a way where it seems to occur by pair creation (2.45) by introducing auxiliary quanta.
However, unitarity puts strict conditions on what state the auxiliary quanta can be in. As
an example, we studied a simple “moving-bit” model in Subsection 2.2. At each step of
evolution two extra auxiliary qubits are added to the system. While this model is trivial, it
helps elucidate what conditions the auxiliary qubits need to satisfy for unitarity. We then
studied more general qubit models and put our results on a firmer footing. Our results
indicate that auxiliary qubits need to be put in a fiducial form at each step of the evolution.
In addition since the outgoing bit needs to carry information of the system being burnt, it
cannot be auxiliary. It turns out that the bits which have to be auxiliary are the analog of
the Hawking infalling quanta and one of the original qubits. With this result we were able
to show that in our qubit models the “pair” cannot be in a pure state for arbitrary initial
states if unitarity is preserved.
Translated back to the black hole language, this means that the state at the horizon
cannot be in the Unruh vacuum, or any other predetermined pure state independent of
the microstate of the black hole, at any point during the evaporation, if unitarity is to be
preserved. This result supports the fuzzball proposal which states that the microstates
accounting for the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy are horizonless and singularity-free. We
comment on what this implies for the infall problem in Section 3.
Assumptions we made
We have worked with four main assumptions which we list here explicitly so as to help
make the comparison of our results with other models of quantum black holes easier.
• The dimension of physical Hilbert space is constant
The first assumption we made in our work is that the dimension of the physical
Hilbert space does not change. While one would certainly expect this to be true
for any unitary theory, and thus for quantum gravity in particular, one may still be
concerned that the qubit model is not able to capture all the Hilbert space when
the volume in which the radiation is being emitted is infinite. In particular the
irreversibility of free streaming Hawking radiation leads to about 30% extra entropy
in the radiation compared to the black hole [32]12 (at the same time it is also shown
in [32] that if the black hole is allowed to evaporate in a reversible manner the entropy
of the radiation equals that of the black hole). Thus one may wonder if there is a
possible loophole in our argument for free streaming Hawking radiation. While it
is indeed true that the qubit model is unable to capture free streaming processes
and one may think that some fraction of the created pairs may be in a special state
(although for true free streaming they would not be in a special state but a random
state), we would expect such events to be interspersed and not to affect our general
argument. Furthermore, this cannot get one all the way to Page time.
• The black hole initial state is not special
Another assumption we made is that the black hole formed is itself not in a special
12We are thankful to Samir Mathur for pointing this out to us.
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state to begin with, otherwise the emitted radiation would also be in a special state.
There have been some papers advocating that in a suitably fine-grained descrip-
tion the number of degrees of freedom available to ordinary matter is parametrically
smaller than the entropy of the black hole [8, 35]. We find this claim puzzling for two
reasons. In a large enough box radiation can have arbitrarily many fine-grained con-
figurations. Adiabatically collapsing the box does not change the number of possible
configurations and the final state of the collapse, the black hole, can thus not be in a
predetermined state. This idea is supported by Zurek’s calculation [32] that a black
hole can be allowed to evaporate in a reversible manner. One may object that a black
hole is not ordinarily made in such a controlled fashion but rather by collapsing a
shell. However, the fundamental properties of black holes should not depend on how
they were formed. Thus, we focussed on black holes formed in generic states. Be-
cause of the adiabatic nature of collapse, such models necessarily describe scrambled
states. Secondly, even though black holes formed by “normal” astrophysical collapse
may only occupy a small part of the total initial state space, it seems strange to posit
that these states coincide with the states that are treated specially by the dynamics,
especially in light of the fast scrambling conjecture.
• The evaporation process can be described within a local framework
In our discussion of black hole evaporation via qubit models we did not allow for any
form of non-local effects that might somehow map the information to the outside
radiation. While one might argue that a theory of quantum gravity will be non-
local to some extent, one would have to specify the degree of non-locality outside the
horizon and explain how it alters (or why it does not alter) physics in other systems
consistent with experiments. For example Giddings, in a series of papers [20, 41, 42],
argues that information can be recovered if we give up the notion of local quantum
field theory as an exact framework. It is not clear, however, how unitarity can be
preserved this way without drastically changing the thermodynamics of the black
hole and the evaporation time scale. The purpose of this work was to formulate the
black hole evaporation process in a local framework of qubit models and deduce the
consequences of unitarity restoration.
• The definition of the interior spacetime is state-independent
In our discussion of infall, we implicitly assume that the modes B and C must be in
one particular “safe state”, |ϕ1〉, for the infalling observer to “see” the Unruh vacuum.
Moreover, we assume that the C qubit in the discussion is predetermined. One may
imagine trying to evade some of the arguments in AMPS and here by supposing that
the interior/horizon spacetime is defined in a state-dependent way. For example, we
might say that we take the last emitted B and look for the qubit with which it is
maximally enatangled, and define that to be “C”, and the entangled state to be the
“safe state” |ϕ1〉. Before the Page time the C one arrives at via this procedure is at
least still a black hole degree of freedom, but after the Page time it gives a C from
the radiation and is therefore nonlocal. This state-dependence appears to be a kind
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of nonlinear quantum mechanics, which we do not consider here.13
3 Fuzzballs and the possibility of “fuzzball complementarity”
We now want to explore the issue of infall into black hole microstates. It seems that many
hold the view that the fate of an infalling quantum is universal and thus, irrespective
of the energy, it experiences free infall through the horizon. We start our discussion of
the infall question by challenging this view. We briefly explain the fuzzball proposal and
then speculate on the what a microscopic description of falling into a typical fuzzball would
entail. We then review fuzzball complementarity and how it bypasses the AMPS argument.
3.1 Is infall universal?
In the first part of this paper we argued that for unitarity to be preserved in the evaporation
process every quantum coming out of the black hole has to carry information out. Keeping
this result in mind one can consider the following Gedankenexperiment shown in Figure 3.
When a quantum comes out of the black hole, a mirror can be placed to throw it back in.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3. (a) A typical quantum comes out of the system. To preserve unitarity it must carry in-
formation of the state. According to black hole complementarity it originates from a hot membrane
outside the event horizon. (b) According to views held by many if such a quantum is reflected back
in it will have a free infall, independent of the details of the state. This seems odd because if there
is a microscopic description of the emission process one would expect the microscopic dynamics to
be reversible.
While for unitary evaporation of a black hole the spectrum of outgoing radiation cannot
be exactly thermal, we still expect information to be mostly carried by the typical quanta
which have Killing energy E ∼ TH . After being reflected from the mirror back towards
the black hole it seems unreasonable to think that such a quantum will freely fall through
the horizon since, when coming out it carried information of the state. Basically, if there
is a microscopic description of the emission process, we expect the microscopic dynamics
13In fact, a far more serious problem with such models is that they lead to loss of unitarity [43].
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to be reversible. This reasoning, however, only applies to typical quanta and it may well
be that the physics of infalling observers of Killing energy E  TH is very different. Such
a separation in scales is manifest in Mathur’s conjectured fuzzball complementarity which
we discuss in detail in Section 3.4.
3.2 Fuzzballs
In Section 2 we argued that purity of the final radiation state is not sufficient to guarantee
a unitary evolution and showed that additional conditions make the argument for horizon-
scale structure considerably stronger. We showed that at no point can there be a predeter-
mined pure state (like Unruh vacuum) at the horizon. While Unruh and Hartle-Hawking
vacuum have regular stress tensor at the future horizon, any other state is expected to have
a divergent stress tensor and we thus need to look at the microstates of quantum grav-
ity. To answer the question of what happens to an infalling observer one must therefore
understand the nature of these microstates.
Information release
According to the fuzzball proposal the true microstates accounting for the Bekenstein–
Hawking entropy have neither a singularity nor a horizon shielding it. A fuzzball is well
approximated by a black hole asymptotically and, presumably, all the way to the potential
barrier that surrounds the black hole. Beyond the barrier a fuzzball starts differing from
a black hole at a location that depends on the particular fuzzball and ends in a, possibly
non-geometric, complicated stringy “fuzz” somewhere between the potential barrier and the
location of the would-be horizon. This proposal nicely resolves the information paradox as
the radiation now emerges from the surface of these fuzzballs and thus carries information
of them, much like the radiation emerging from the surface of a star or a piece of coal.
Unitary evolution is thus built into fuzzballs by construction. For a review of the proposal
see [44–48] and to see how radiation from fuzzballs carries information see [49, 50].
Infall experience
Replacing the black hole solution by a fuzzball naturally raises the question: What is
the experience of an infalling observer? Infall into certain non-typical fuzzballs have been
studied in [51, 52]. An observer falling into such a fuzzball bounces off at the bottom of the
fuzzball behind which there is no spacetime. In [53] near-extremal supergravity fuzzballs
have been constructed perbatively. They exhibit an erratic force on certain probes and
since the experience of such an infalling probe into these fuzzballs will be violent one may
interpret them as “fuzzballs of fire”.
To make contact with the firewall argument we need to study infall into fuzzballs
that are typical in Page’s sense.14 The mirror argument of Section 3.1 suggests that we
14It was pointed out in [8] that the time for the full system to become generic is the recurrence time
∼ MeM2 . Note that this is parametrically larger than the evaporation time ∼ M3 so the system never
becomes generic. However, an infalling observer experiences a small part of the system and thus by typical
we mean scrambled. In [37] scrambling time is conjectured to be ∼ M logM . After scrambling time we
expect to be able to approximate a small part of the system by a thermal density matrix for appropriate
coarse-grained operators.
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should further split the infall question according to observers15 with Killing energy E ∼ TH
and those with E  TH . Since typical radiation quanta (E ∼ TH) do not come from the
evolution of Unruh vacuum but from the surface of the fuzz, it is clear that at least infalling
quanta of such energies can not have free infall. The fate of infalling quanta with Killing
energy E  TH is not so obvious. In the remainder of this section we elaborate on a recent
conjecture of Mathur where he claims that infall into typical fuzzballs can be approximated
by infall into black holes for these high-energy modes. We elaborate on the sense in which
coarse-graining of typical fuzzballs may give the black hole.
3.3 Falling into typical fuzzballs
In this section we will speculate on the structure of typical fuzzballs and their similarities
with and differences from black holes. In the traditional black hole picture it is well known
that the perfect thermal nature of the emitted radiation is “spoilt” by gray-body factors.
These arise from the potential barrier outside the horizon through which the Hawking
quanta have to tunnel to escape to infinity. While the exact form of this barrier is angular
momentum dependent it peaks around a distance ∼ O(M) outside the horizon. In the
fine-grained version the horizon is not there and the fuzzball ends with a boundary, the
fuzz, which is somewhere between the potential barrier and the location of the would-
be horizon. The picture expected for a typical fuzzball is illustrated in Figure 4 where
we denote the location of the barrier by r∗. A quantum that leaves the fuzz has a non-
vanishing probability of getting reflected by the potential barrier back towards it. Thus
after the scrambling time, we expect a gas of quanta filling the region between the fuzz
and the barrier in dynamic equilibrium with the fuzz. However, if this system is embedded
in flat space then any outgoing quantum which manages to escape to the other side of
the potential barrier escapes to infinity. We refer to the region between the fuzz and the
potential barrier as “near-fuzz” region in analogy with the “near-horizon” region.
Figure 4. To answer the infall question we have to discuss the interaction of the infalling observer
with the full system: radiation quanta emitted from the fuzzball either cross the potential barrier
at r∗ or get reflected back into the fuzz. An infalling observer thus encounters a single radiation
quantaumoutside the barrier but a lot of quanta partially trapped between the barrier and the
fuzz. Further they encounter the fuzz itself. We refer to this region as “near-fuzz” instead of
“near-horizon” to emphasize the lack of a horizon in the fuzzball picture.
15A simple model for an observer is the Unruh-de Witt detector [54].
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AMPS’s firewall argument is based on the experience of an infalling observer with a
highly blue-shifted quantum B in her own frame. The interaction with a quantum B in
isolation is possible outside the potential barrier located at r∗. Repeating the argument
of AMPS for this case we find that quantum B cannot generically be maximally entangled
with a quantum in the near-fuzz region after Page time and, according to our analysis in
Section 2, not even before. Since quantum B is not close to the horizon it is not sufficiently
blue shifted to argue for a firewall. The more interesting case is when the infalling observer
crosses the barrier and enters into the near-fuzz region where she now encounters not one
but many quanta. To capture the full dynamics of an observer falling into a fuzzball one
must deal with the interaction of the observer with all the quanta in the near-fuzz region and
more importantly the “fuzz” itself.16 Since AMPS analysis relies on effective field theory all
the way up to the (streched) horizon both of these additional interactions are absent. While
the finding of a diverging stress tensor is evidence that effective field theory breaks down
it does not automatically imply that the strong dynamics of the microstates of quantum
gravity leads to a universally dramatic encounter for all types of infalling observers. To
answer what the experience of an infalling observer is one must understand the nature
of the quantum gravity microstates. While the description of the entire dynamics of an
infalling observer with a typical fuzzball might seem a daunting task, after scrambling time
it seems possible to make an insightful approximation due to Mathur which we elaborate
on in the remainder of this section.
3.4 Fuzzball complementarity
In this section we briefly review fuzzball complementarity as developed in [16, 17, 23,
24]. For more recent work see [6, 55]. Our discussion is in the context of the AdS/CFT
correspondence. However, we expect the lesson that will be drawn from this to hold more
generally.
We start with a typical state in a CFT. For sufficiently coarse-grained operators probing
the system we can approximate a typical state by a thermal density matrix ρ by using the
standard technique of going from the micro-canonical to the canonical ensemble.17 The
temperature of the approximated thermal density matrix is fixed by the dynamics of the
system and the energy of the typical state |ψ〉. The expectation values of coarse-grained
operators Oˆ in the typical state get approximated by a thermal average over the energy
eigenstates
〈ψ|Oˆ|ψ〉 ≈ Tr(ρOˆ) = 1∑
i e
− Ei
TH
∑
k
e
− Ek
TH 〈Ek|Oˆ|Ek〉 . (3.1)
Using the thermofield double formalism [56] we can purify the density matrix as defined
16It should be noted that Figure 4 should not be taken to mean that there is clear distinction between
the fuzz and the high-energy quanta in the near-fuzz region. While we would expect the physics to be well
described by classical gravity for r & r∗ the figure should be taken to mean a smooth transition from highly
quantum-stringy states at the location of the fuzz to gas of particles on a gravity background at r ' r∗.
17As emphasized in the previous subsection this approximation cannot be made for fine-grained operators
which probe the energy scale of typical quanta of the state.
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in (3.1) by addition of states in an auxiliary CFT to obtain the pure state
|Ψ〉 = 1√∑
i e
− Ei
TH
∑
k
e
− Ek
2TH |Ek〉L ⊗ |Ek〉R , (3.2)
where the |Ek〉R denote the energy eigenstates of the original CFT, which we call CFTR,
while |Ek〉L are the energy eigenstates of an auxiliary CFTL. The subscripts’ interpretation
will become clear shortly. With this we can rewrite (3.1) as
R〈ψ|OˆR|ψ〉R ≈ 〈Ψ|OˆR|Ψ〉 , (3.3)
where we have put a subscript on the operator and the typical state of Equation (3.1) as
well. The expectation value of a coarse-grained operator OˆR in a state |ψ〉R can thus be
approximately calculated in state |Ψ〉 that is entangled between two copies of the CFT.
Maldacena has proposed in [57] that the state (3.2) is dual to the eternal AdS black
hole. In [58] Van Raamsdonk has recently taken this notion of entanglement of states of
CFTs further to the entanglement of asymptotically gravitational solutions further stating
his ideas to be very similar to fuzzballs [59]. Each state |Ek〉 of one of CFTs should be dual
to a fuzzball |gk〉. While the two CFTs are entangled but not connected, their entanglement
results in a description of connected asymptotically AdS solutions. The Penrose diagram of
an eternal AdS black hole can then be understood as an entanglement of fuzzball solutions
|gk〉L and |gk〉R. This is depicted in figure 5.
Figure 5. The extended AdS Schwarzschild black hole can be understood as the sum over entangled
fuzzball solutions |gk〉L and |gk〉R.
What are the implications of all this for an observable Oˆ measured in a typical fuzzball
|g〉R? From the above discussion we see that we can obtain an approximate answer by
inserting the operator in the eternal AdS Schwarzschild solution as depicted in Figure 6
which is the bulk dual of (3.3).
This is not unexpected for time independent operator which corresponds to an observer
who is at a constant radial location in the bulk. But what can we say about the experience
of an infalling observer which corresponds to a time dependent operator? According to
the proposal the above picture of free infall is still valid as long as the infalling observer
corresponds to a sufficiently coarse-grained measurement. Since outgoing typical quanta
have Killing energy E ∼ TH , an incoming quantum of such energy will experience the
fine-grained structure of the fuzzball and will thus not evolve in a way describable by infall
in a black hole geometry. An incoming high-energy quantum with Killing energy E  TH ,
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(a) (b)
Figure 6. (a) Expectation value of an operator OˆR in a given fuzzball state |ψg〉R. (b) For a suitably
coarse-grained OˆR in a typical |ψg〉R, this expectation value can be approximately obtained in the
eternal AdS geometry.
on the other hand, is insensitive to the details of the fuzzball and may evolve in a way
describable by semi-classical evolution in a black hole geometry.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7. In (a) and (c) we show the process of infall into a typical fuzzball. Based on the discussion
in the main body we expect that a high-energy quanta hitting such a fuzzball will be absorbed by
it and excite its collective modes. This process is expected to have an alternate description of infall
into a black hole shown in figure (b) and (d). Note that this description is short-lived as is evidenced
by the presence of a singularity. This feature is related to the limited phase space coming from the
finiteness of the Hilbert space of the fuzzball wave function.
How should we understand this process? Since only the fuzzballs on the right |g〉R are
real, where did this extra spacetime beyond the fuzz come from? The infall into the black
hole should be viewed as an alternate, auxiliary, description of the, otherwise complicated,
interaction of an infalling observer hitting the fuzz and exciting its collective degrees of
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freedom.18 However, this description is short-lived as there is a singularity which the
infalling observer eventually hits. This would probably be related to the energy in the
collective modes leaking into the thermal modes because of the finite dimensionality of the
Hilbert space of fuzzballs. We have studied the two extreme cases of typical modes and
high-energy infalling observers. For observers of intermediate energies we would expect an
intermediate picture.
In the discussion we used AdS/CFT but recall that according to the arguments in [60]
the CFT captures the physics inside the potential barrier. The decoupling limit is when the
potential barrier become infinitely high and for certain solutions this is a consistent limit
to take. It is such solutions which have a near-horizon AdS region in the decoupling limit.
While for the Schwarzschild black hole there is no decoupling limit, we still expect the
general lesson we obtained above in the nearly decoupled case to hold. In other words, the
arguments of the preceding subsection suggest that for sufficiently coarse-grained (E  TH)
operators we may approximate the region inside the potential barrier in Figure 4 by an
eternal Schwarzschild black hole in the Hartle-Hawking state as shown in Figure 8. A
high-energy infalling observer can thus experience a drama-free infall.19 For fine-grained
Figure 8. The region inside the potential barrier at r∗ of Figure 4 can be approximated by a black
hole geometry in the Hartle-Hawking state. Unitarity requires that such an approximation be valid
only for a time scale less that ∼ M . In other words it is not consistent to patch such geometries
together in time for times larger than ∼M . A high-energy (E  TH ) infalling quantum experiences
the black hole geometry. Since the time for infall is ∼ M it is consistent with the limits on the
approximation. However, a low energy quantum (E ∼ TH) does not experience a universal infall
because it can distinguish between micro-canonical and canonical ensemble.
(E ∼ TH) operators on the other hand we cannot approximate a typical fuzzball by a
black hole. Indeed, this is consistent with the idea that typical quanta which carry away
information of the system should not have a universal interaction with the system when
reflected back towards it as was alluded to in the introduction.
A word of caution is necessary here. The central theme of fuzzball complementarity is
an approximation of the microcanonical ensemble by the canonical ensemble. For appropri-
ate coarse-grained observables a typical pure state (a typical fuzzball) can be approximated
18This is not an unfamiliar situation. A closed string hits a stack of D-branes and yet has a description
of falling into AdS spacetime.
19Exact details will depend on whether the observer is modeled by a simple Unruh-de Witt detector or
something more complicated. This will decide how coarse-grained the operator is.
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by a thermal state (a black hole). While a “zeroed-out” Unruh-de Witt detector tuned
to high energies being dropped from just outside the potential barrier at r∗ qualifies for
this, the same detector when it stays in the near fuzz region at a constant radius does not.
Such a detector necessarily has access to a larger part of the system. For instance such a
detector staying outside for longer than Page time will experience a drop in the outside
radiation entropy. Someone making readings on it will thus conclude that the geometry is
not that of a black hole and conclude semi-classical physics is violated at the horizon scale
as the black hole geometry leads to an ever increasing entropy. This should not come as
a surprise because indeed fuzzball proposal does state that the black hole geometry is an
approximation.
3.5 Fuzzball complementarity is not ruled out by AMPS
One may think that running the AMPS argument on fuzzballs one would rule out fuzzball
complementarity after Page time [61, 62]. In fact the new result of this paper is that the
interface of the black hole and exterior cannot be in a pure state at any time, particularly
even before Page time. While this supports the fuzzball conjecture, one may then run an
AMPS like argument to say a mixed state at the interface precludes fuzzball complemen-
tarity at all times. This conclusion is however premature and the AMPS argument does
not rule out the possibility of fuzzball complementarity as demonstrated in [55] which we
briefly review. While we have worked in Planck units in most of this paper, for comparison
of scales we briefly restore Planck length in this section.
When a mode of Killing energy E = nT impinges on a fuzzball the number of possible
states grows exponentially [6]
∆N = e4piGM2(en − 1). (3.4)
If n  1, in other words if the infalling quantum has Killing energy E  T and we
are in the realm of validity of the approximation required for fuzzball complementarity,
exponentially more degrees of freedom become available which are not entangled with
anything. Assuming a strong interaction and fast scrambling dynamics one may then
“use” these extra degrees of freedom to create many new (analogues of) BC pairs as an
effective description of the complicated interaction. This argument applies both before and
after Page time. The new degrees of freedom may account for the entanglement structure
in the auxiliary black hole picture needed for free infall [6, 63].
One may worry that the additional energy the infalling observer carries into the fuzzball
requires the stretched horizon to behave in an acausal way in order to avoid the AMPS
argument. In particular, the new degrees of freedom are supposed to be created before
the impact of the observer. In a sense that is not unexpected. If all eS fuzzball degrees
of freedom are confined to the stretched horizon then the Bekenstein-Hawking formula
suggests that the surface of the fuzz has to grow before it can accommodate an infalling
quantum. In [55] the stretching of the fuzzball surface was computed to move the stretched
horizon by
δr ∼ √n lp. (3.5)
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From a general relativity perspective this is an apparently acausal behavior. However, it
is dictated by the reasonable assumption that the quantum gravity degrees of freedom live
just outside the horizon. Such an effect of quantum gravity shows that general relativity
thus ceases to be a good description. If general relativity breaks down spacetime concepts
like causality lose their meaning.
If one does want to keep using such concepts then one will find them violated and this
is no surprise. Further, note that while the distance by which the fuzzball surface stretches
may be very large for E  T , according to (3.5) this is still of the order a Planck distance
from the stretched horizon. This seemingly acausal, or non-local, behavior is a lot milder
than the non-locality advocated in recent works arguing against fuzzballs (and firewalls).20
4 Conclusion
The information paradox and the infall problem have been long-standing puzzles in the
understanding of black holes. Black hole complementarity was advanced to reconcile uni-
tary black hole evaporation with the common lore of free infall through the horizon of a
black hole. AMPS recently re-examined the self-consistency of BHC. Basically arguing for
the contrapositive of Mathur’s result from [15]—purity of the final state requires the state
at the horizon not to be pure (and therefore not the Unruh vacuum) no later than Page
time—AMPS observe that an infalling observer encounters quanta outside the horizon in a
highly blue shifted state. They conclude that an infalling observer burns up at the horizon.
Follow-up papers by Susskind [8, 11] and Bousso [5] largely agree with AMPS’ result.
The first part of their argument, that quantum gravity effects kick in at the scale of
the horizon, relies on Mathur’s theorem [15] which is at the core of the fuzzball proposal.
The implications of such quantum gravity effects for infalling observers have, however,
caused quite a bit of controversy. In this paper we disentangled the arguments regarding
preservation of unitarity and those regarding infall and argued that fuzzballs provide a
resolution to the information question and a very interesting picture for the infall question.
I. Unitarity
In Section 2 we used qubit models to show that:
1. Unitary evaporation requires information of the original state to come out in every
step of the evolution.
2. There is no difference between before and after Page time as far as information release
is concerned.21
The recent results of Mathur [15] have shown that small corrections to the semi-classical
Hawking evaporation cannot ensure purity of final state. This might lead one to think that
20See for example [64] which advocates non-locality over distances l4pM
3 over which the Hawking radiation
is spread out. For solar mass black hole this is about 1077 light years.
21As noted before, while decoding of information may only be possible when having access to more than
half of the evaporating system (after Page time), the release of information must start with the very first
quantum being emitted.
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the evaporation process may be described by the usual semi-classical Hawking evaporation
before Page time as long as after Page time there are large corrections to it. We found that
the traditional picture of the state at the horizon being the vacuum state at any time of
the evolution is inconsistent with unitarity and so modifying the state only after Page time
is not enough. In the language of AMPS this would mean that the BC system cannot be
in the Unruh vacuum at any point during the evaporation of the system, where B is the
outgoing qubit and C is a one qubit worth of the system remaining behind.
Not having the vacuum state at the horizon implies a divergent stress tensor. Diverging
energies and densities and singularities, especially in a non-renormalizable theory, should
be taken as a sign that new physics is appearing, the accurate description of which is
beyond the scope of the theory. The appearance of a divergent stress tensor should thus
be taken as evidence that quantum gravity effects kick in not just at the Planck scale but
at the scale of the horizon. In fact, Mathur proposed this a long time ago [44] to advance
the fuzzball conjecture.
According to the fuzzball proposal black holes are a coarse-grained description of the
true microstates accounting for the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy which are horizonless and
singularity-free solutions of quantum gravity. Being coarse-grained, black holes cannot be
used to study processes that require knowledge of the microscopic structure of the state,
in particular we have shown in Section 2 that black holes cannot evaporate unitarily. The
radiation coming from fuzzballs, however, carries away the information of the state and
there is no information paradox.
II. Infall into fuzzballs - The possibility of fuzzball complementarity
Elaborating on a recent proposal by Mathur we have argued in Section 3 how and when
the region inside the potential barrier of a typical fuzzball (Figure 4) can by approximated
by the eternal black hole in the Hartle-Hawking state (Figure 8). The procedure discussed
is based on the approximation of a typical fuzzball state by a thermal state.
While the approximating procedure shows how it may be possible to get the black
hole as a coarse-grained description of fuzzballs it is essential to keep in mind when it is
applicable:
• A thermal state can be a good approximation for typical states only.
• Infalling quanta of typical energy (E ∼ TH) experience the details of the fuzzballs
and so their evolution cannot be described by free infall.
• Free infall is only possible for high-energy (E  TH) observers represented by suffi-
ciently coarse-grained operators probing the typical state.
• While we have only discussed the extreme limits of E ∼ TH and E  TH , infalling
observers with Killing energies in between are expected to experience a continuous
variation of dramatic to free infall.
The physical mechanism behind fuzzball complementarity is the strong dynamics of the
infalling observer with the typical fuzzball state which results in the excitation of collective
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modes. While a detailed description of this process is presently not feasible we can attempt
to answer the infall question by making the above approximation.
This has revealed a crucial feature of fuzzball complementarity: the separation of
energy scales. While black hole complementarity and observer complementarity advance
the idea of a frame change such that infalling and asymptotic observers may have different
experiences, for fuzzball complementarity an operator probing a system will yield different
answers (experiences) according to whether it is coarse-grained or fine-grained. While
high-energy infalling observers that are insensitive to the details of the microstates (coarse-
grained) may experience free infall into a black hole, infalling low-energy observers may be
seen as the mirror image of the outgoing radiation quanta (fine-grained) and thus do not
have such a drama-free experience.
It would be interesting to understand the implications of this scale dependent comple-
mentarity for some issues tangentially related to black holes. For example a model of brane
bound states for early universe was discussed in [65–68]. In light of this it would be in-
teresting to understand the implications of scale dependent complementarity on resolution
of the early universe singularity. Furthermore, it would also be interesting to understand
why general relativity is able to capture the coarse-grained solution and the number of
microstates this solution is an approximation to. It has indeed been emphasized that Ein-
stein’s equations themselves can be obtained from thermodynamics [69] and speculations
have been made on the entropic nature of gravity [70]. It would be interesting to un-
derstand the implications of scale dependent complementarity for these issues also. The
similarities of tunneling of infalling shells into fuzzballs with the (opposite of) emergence of
spacetime by decoherence [71] is striking and scale dependent complementarity may have
something to add in this discussion also.
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